
The winds of change are passing by the telecom Industry. 
Some set their sails and navigate faster than ever before. Others are doomed to be capsized.

WHICH BOAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE ON?

In a rapidly changing digital world, success is reserved for the adaptable, prepared and the daring. How 
does a digital service provider,

   Successfully transform to new technology?

   Manage a plethora of partners?

With 25 years of domain expertise, Subex Revenue Assurance is built around big data and focused 
analytics capabilities to addresses the new, complex and critical challenges faced by RA teams globally.

Regional offices:  Dubai    |   Ipswich
For more information write to info@subex.com 

BUSSINES ASSURANCE
FOR THE DIGITAL LANDSCAPE

BUSINESS



5G Assurance
5G brings in a plethora of new opportunities to 
telcos. At the same time, the telco network is 
expected to face some unforeseen risks. 5G 
Assurance helps operators to mitigate risks 
across network and capacity planning, service 
launch, onboarding, usage and event 
management, and service management.

5G Assurance empowers you to:

     Optimized Capacity planning
     Automate service provisioning, usage 
     generation, and charging and billing
     Monitor product performance, revenue, and 
     margins
     Near real-time usage reconciliation

Partnership Commission and 
Invoice Assurance
Partnership is the key to succeed in the digital 
ecosystem. Partnership commission and invoice 
assurance helps operators to have a complete 
end to end view of partner data and invoices 
across all the services to ensure all partnerships 

Have a bird’s eye view of Partner Commission 
and Invoices to:

     Predict dispute propensity of partners
     Validate partner invoices
     Mitigate dealer frauds to extract commission 
     and incentives   
     Forecast future revenue opportunity

Margin Assurance

Track margins to:

    Maintain a strong bottom-line

    partnerships, and products
    Prevent revenue loss due to negative margins
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Collection and Payable Assurance
Collections directly impacts revenue generation. 
Collections and payable assurance help 
operators get a near real-time holistic view of 
history, credit score, risk categorization and 
status of customers.

Monitor your Collections and Payables to:

     Predict bad debt and Bill shocks
     Identify unknown scenarios in collections
     Track internal fraud
     Monitor high-risk customers with actionable 
     insights
     Simplify the tracking of collections across 
     multiple interfaces throughout the ecosystem

Order Management Assurance
Order management as a process involves 
multiple partners and complexities, making it 
easy to lose visibility and control of the order. 
Order Management Assurance helps operators 
get visibility of all provisioning status from POS 
to allocation at billing and also enables the error 
and resolution tracking system.

Track your Orders closely to:

     Improve customer onboarding experience
     Predict risk on received orders
     Reduce cost and revenue impacts

Mobile Money Assurance
Mobile Money market is expected to reach USD 
443.96 billion by 2025. With growth come 
unforeseen risks, Mobile Money Assurance 
helps operators to identify anomalies and 
mitigate risks to avoid revenue losses.

Secure your Mobile Money platform to:

     terrorism
     Risk scoring of customers before onboarding
     Enhance mobile money usage among low and 
     mid-level users
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